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PRESS RELEASE

MADE IN  GERMANY - All products are designed, developed and manufactured by Pan Acoustics in Germany.

For a while now, the Pan AMT series has been setting highest standards in terms of natural and 
transparent audio reproduction in 2-way point-source systems as well as in compact line source 
speakers. This is achieved by an uncompromised selection of loudspeaker components such as the 
– Made in Germany – „Air Motion Transformer“ (AMT) from Mundorf. The AMT series is already being 
deployed successfully in installations and live/theater applications worldwide. The series is now 
complemented with a new line source.

Wolfenbüttel, February 8th 2022

The Pan Acoustics Pan AMT Series is growing! 

P 12-AMT is an elegant and powerful line source with balanced frequency and directional characte-
ristics. With a lineup of 12 x 3.5“ drivers and Mundorf‘s AMT tweeter, it easily reaches consistent 
sound reinforcement distances of up to 20 meters with an overall speaker length of 1.50 meters. 
The system is passively designed and can be operated without DSP equalization thanks to a complex 
crossover design. The P 12-AMT is ideally suited for both music and speech applications with highest 
demands. In combination with the 12“ subwoofer P SW-112, the P 12-AMT system becomes a power-
ful sound reinforcement system - which also meets live sound requirements.

With the addition of P 12-AMT, Pan Acoustics is presenting another exciting sound reinforcement 
solution for the installation sector, but also for meeting and conference applications.

A combination that can be seen and heard: The slim line source P 12-AMT provides clear, authentic sound, the passive 
subwoofer P SW-112 rounds off the sound system in the low frequency range. 


